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HOW TO BECOME A

YOU

LESSONS FROM 
THE 4 STATES 
OF MIND



If you're wondering which four states of mind I'm referring to, it's the 
Brahmavihara from the Buddhist tradition. They were also mentioned in the 
Yoga Sutras of Patanjali. These four states encourage you to be your most 
universally loving self: lovingkindness, compassion, sympathetic joy, and 
equanimity. 

It was only recently I found out about them, but since then, I've held the 
concepts close to my heart. Out of all the yoga philosophies I've uncovered so 
far, I think that this one is the simplest and most elegant way to strive for a 
higher consciousness. 

LET'S BREAK IT DOWN

In Sutra 1.33, Patanjali says "A clear and tranquil mind results from cultivating 
[lovingkindness] towards those who are happy, compassion towards those who 
suffer, joy towards the virtuous, and [equanimity] towards wrong-doers." 

The brackets are my way to keep the definitions the same. In this particular 
translation, lovingkindness is described as "friendliness" and equanimity is 
defined as "impartiality."   

In his book The Wisdom of Patanjali's Yoga Sutras, Ravi Ravindra offers a 
commentary on the four states: 

"These recommendations of Patanjali seem obvious, but their practice is not so 
easy because most of the time we are occupied with ourselves, with our 
happiness or our suffering, our likes and dislikes. In general, we do not see the 
others as autonomous persons who have hopes, wishes, fears, and a depth 

Brahmavihara can be split into two words, brahma and vihara.  

Brahma can mean sublime and vihara can mean divine abodes. 

Some translations of the term brahmavihara can be the 4 divine abodes, 4 
divine emotions, 4 sublime attitudes, and 4 divine dwellings.   

Regardless of which words you want to use to describe this concept, I find that 
brahmavihara is both mystical and humbling. There's a wholesome quality to 
contemplating and practicing to become a more loving you. My hope is that this 
blog will give you something to think about and inspired action to take. 

WHERE THE 4 STATES SHOW UP 
IN THE YOGA SUTRAS



within. Still, there is no escape from steady and repeated practice so that we 
may internalize these attitudes." (p.36) 

I agree with Ravindra's call for steady and repeated practice. As I expand on the 
four states below, I will offer ways to practice them. 

Lovingkindness, or maitri, is a deep regard for others and their journey in life.   

To have the quality of lovingkindness, is to open up your view to include other 
beings and to know that everybody is on the same kind of journey. Everybody, 
regardless of whether you like or dislike them, wants to be as happy as possible 
and suffer as little as possible. Lovingkindness opens up our ability to foster 
feelings of interconnection and shared compassion. 

"Sometimes lovingkindness is described as extending friendship to ourselves 
and others—not in the sense of liking everyone, or dispensing universal 
approval, but more as an inner knowing that our lives are all inexplicably 
connected." –Sharon Salzberg   
  

(taken from Salzberg’s book Real Happiness)   

1) Think of kindness as a strength, not as a weakness.   
2) Look for the good in yourself—not as a way to deny your difficulties or 
problems but as a way to broaden your outlook so it’s more truthful and 
balanced.   
3) Remember that everyone wants to be happy.   
4) Recollect those who have helped or inspired us.   
5) Practice at least one act of generosity a day. We all have something to give, 
large or small.   
6) Do loving-kindness meditation.   
7) Listen. Often we have conversations where we are only partially paying 
attention…   
8) Include those who seem left out.   
9) Refrain from speaking ill of others.   
10) “Walk a mile in another person’s shoes before you pass judgment.” As this 
old saying suggests, even if we’re going to take strong action to try to change 
someone’s behavior, a sense of empathy and understanding for them won’t 
weaken us. 

LOVINGKINDNESS

10 WAYS TO DEEPEN YOUR 
LOVINGKINDNESS PRACTICE



Compassion, or karuna, means to not only feel for others' suffering, but to take 
action to lessen their suffering. 

Some words have meaning meant for contemplation, but I'm starting to believe 
the "big" words involve action. In the same way that I believe love is a verb, I 
believe compassion is also a call to action. In this concept of compassion, it goes 
beyond feeling pity for somebody. Karuna is meant to move us, literally. 

“Compassion is not a relationship between the healer and the wounded. Only 
when we know our own darkness well can we be present with the darkness of 
others. Compassion becomes real when we recognize our shared humanity.” 
–Pema Chodron   

-Think of something you are either suffering from or have suffered from. 
-Inhale and visualize your particular suffering and all beings who have felt 
similarly. Take in all their suffering. 
-Exhale and send compassion and lovingkindness to all beings, wishing for their 
suffering to stop. 

COMPASSION

ONE WAY TO PRACTICE COMPASSION AND ENCOURAGE ACTIONS TO DECREASE 
SUFFERING IS TO PRACTICE TONGLEN MEDITATION.

SYMPATHETIC JOY
Sympathetic joy, or mudita, means to be so happy that you are happy for others’ 
joy.   

Sympathetic joy is about us only to the extent we can feel for others. It is not 
about pride or self-interest, but pure joy for the other person. It's the cure to 
envy and jealousy. Although this might be the most simple concept, I find it to 
be the most difficult for myself. 

Sympathetic joy is a reminder that there's abundance in the world, and that joy 
can be created over and over again. There is no need for fear of scarcity with 
mudita. 
  
“Happiness is tied to circumstance and joyfulness is tied to spirit and gratitude.” 
–Brene Brown   

ONE WAY TO PRACTICE SYMPATHETIC JOY IS TO DO LOVINGKINDNESS MEDITATION 
AND USE PHRASES SUCH AS "MAY YOUR GOOD FORTUNE INCREASE FURTHER AND 
FURTHER" IF YOU HAVE AN ENVIOUS THOUGHT ABOUT SOMEONE.



Equanimity, or upeksha, means having a remaining sense of temperance, 
neutrality, and calmness.   
  
Have you ever felt really frustrated by the surprising outcome of an event? 
Equanimity is the opposite of that frustration. It's being able to stay 
non-attached and refrain from heated emotions. 

Equanimity is a highly spiritual quality. I believe it's a step toward inner peace. 
Imagine the power of not being disturbed by the turbulence of life. Equanimity 
might be one of the best ways to remain in the game of life, especially if you're a 
creative or entrepreneur. 

Regardless of who you are or what you do, equanimity allows you to live life 
with grace. 

“A modern definition of equanimity: cool. This refers to one whose mind 
remains stable and calm in all situations.” –Allan Lokos   

We know it may not be the best result, but we let it get the best of us. So when a 
small unexpected, event happens, let it be your chance to say no to the worm. 
Feeling like you want to tense up and raise your voice? Keep your breath even 
and calm. Make the decision to not let it get to you. That is the start of 
equanimity. 

EQUANIMITY

HERE'S A SUGGESTION FOR PRACTICING EQUANIMITY: SAY NO TO THE WORM. 
BUDDHIST NUN AND WRITER PEMA CHODRON SUGGESTS THAT WHEN WE GET 
FRUSTRATED OR REACT STRONGLY, WE ARE TAKING THE HOOK, LIKE A FISH TAKING 
BAIT.  

HERE'S TO A MORE LOVING YOU
And there you have it... the four states of mind. May you start practicing them 
and finding more love in your life.
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